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Infographic: Globalization and digital revolution transforming work
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3.
The changing world of work
Throughout history the nature of work has evolved. Changes in social, economic and political structures have changed the
when and where of work, the what of goods and services produced and the how of organizing work. The effects on human
development have been wide-ranging and complex. Some of the most dramatic changes started in the 18th century with
the industrial revolution in Europe (box 3.1).
Today, work transformations are driven by
globalization and technological revolutions,
particularly the digital revolution
—
the
shift from mechanical to digital technology.
Workers and employers around the globe are
increasingly linked by complex webs of trade
and migration, while financial assets cross
borders instantly. Over time companies have
restructured and dispersed their production
systems. Taking advantage of lower wages and
other costs, and in some cases operating closer
to emerging markets, they have divided their
activities into multiple units and distributed
them around the globe, locating them in countries offering not just lower wages, but also the
necessary skills and infrastructure.
A transformative force during the past 30
years, globalization has fostered worldwide
interdependence, with major impacts on patterns of trade, investment, growth, and job creation and destruction, as well as on networks
of creative and volunteer work. We now seem
to be living through a new and accelerated
technological revolution—or even multiple
revolutions at the same time.
These technological revolutions are changing wages and productivity in labour markets
and workplaces through new ways of contracting and subcontracting, new conditions
of work and new business and organizational
models. They are influencing the distribution of labour demand across sectors, with
implications for the processes of structural
transformation. They also influence the
quantity and quality of jobs in some sectors
and enterprises as well as the distribution of
incomes and wealth at all levels. And they
create new opportunities for creativity and
innovation and in some ways bring more
unpaid work into the public sphere. This pace
of change will not slacken—the next 20 years
will see a continuing revolution in work and

workplaces, marked by complexity, uncertainty and volatility.
Against this backdrop a critical question is:
What do all these patterns mean for human
development? And more important: Are
workers, employers and policymakers prepared
to respond to the challenge of the emerging
world of work? In such a world, specific technical knowledge quickly becomes obsolete,
and the policies and rules of yesterday might
not serve the challenges of today or tomorrow.
National and international businesses, education providers and policymakers are compelled
to keep up with these accelerated changes, to
make sense of the trends and to translate them
into sound strategies and rules that can deliver
more work—and work of higher quality—f or
present and future generations. Workers face
new types of competition and challenges to
traditional forms of collective organization.
Traditional paths to development seem less
viable today. So seizing the future is not a game
of chance or fate—it is a matter of skill, foresight and understanding.

Traditional paths to
development seem
less viable today

Structural transformation
of work
During the past century development in
advanced economies followed a path that
was more or less linear. Activity moved from
agriculture to industry to services. The sectoral
distribution of economic activity is reflected
both in value added as a proportion of GDP
and in employment by sector. Today some
trends raise questions about whether such
linearity will persist for other workers and
economies.
First, despite a persistent drop in the contribution of the agricultural sector to the
economy, many workers remain in agriculture,
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BOX 3.1
An encapsulated history of work
At one point in human civilization there were farmers
and animal husbandmen. Life was, per Hobbes, “nasty,
brutish and short.” Taxes and other requirements imposed by chiefs, landlords or the state were onerous.
Many people were serfs or slaves, devoid of autonomy
and dignity. Save for the lucky few, poverty and injustices were the norm.
Then came the industrial revolution. Men and
women flocked from the countryside to towns to satisfy
factories’ growing demand for labour. The new technologies in transport, cotton textiles, and iron and steel
delivered steadily rising labour productivity. But for decades few of these benefits trickled to the workers who
worked long hours in stifling conditions, were jammed
into packed housing and saw little rise in earnings.
Eventually capitalism transformed itself, and its
gains began to be shared more widely. This was in part
because wages naturally began to rise as the surplus
of workers from the countryside dried up. But equally
important, workers organized themselves and began to
claim their rights. It was not just their grievances that
gave their demands urgency. The conditions of modern
industrial production also made it more difficult for the
elites to pursue their usual tactics of divide and rule.
Factory work, concentrated in major cities, facilitated
coordination among labourers, mass mobilization and
militant activism.
Fearing revolution, the industrialists compromised.
Political rights and the right to vote were extended to the
working class. And democracy in turn tamed capitalism.
Conditions in the workplace improved as state-mandated
or negotiated arrangements reduced working hours and
increased safety, along with vacations, family health care
and other benefits. Public investment in education and
training made workers more productive and freer to exercise choice. Labour’s share of the enterprise surplus rose.
Factory jobs provided blue-collar work that enabled a
middle-class existence, with all its lifestyle opportunities.

Technological progress fostered industrial capitalism but eventually undermined it. Labour productivity
rose much faster in manufacturing industries than in
the rest of the economy. This meant that the same or
higher quantity of steel, cars or electronics could be produced with far fewer workers. Manufacturing’s share of
total employment began to decline steadily in all the
advanced industrial countries after the Second World
War. Workers moved to service industries—education,
health, entertainment and public administration. Thus
was born the post-industrial economy.
Work became more pleasant for some but not all.
For those with the skills, capital and savvy to prosper in
the post-industrial age, services offered inordinate opportunities. Bankers, consultants and engineers earned
much higher wages. Equally important, office work
allowed a degree of freedom and personal autonomy
that factory work had never provided. Hours may have
been long—longer perhaps than in factory work—but
service professionals enjoyed much greater control over
their daily lives and workplace decisions. Teachers,
nurses and waiters were paid not nearly as well, but
they too were released from the humdrum mechanical
drudgery of the shop floor.
However, the post-industrial economy opened a
new chasm between those with good jobs in services—
stable, high-paying and rewarding—and those with bad
jobs—fleeting, low-paying and unsatisfying. Two things
determined the mix between the two types of jobs and
the extent of inequality that the post-industrial transition produced. First, the greater the education and skill
level of the workforce, the higher the wages in general.
Second, the greater the institutionalization of labour
markets in services (not just manufacturing), the higher
the quality of service jobs in general. So inequality, exclusion and duality became more marked in countries
where skills were poorly distributed, and many services
approximated the textbook ideal of spot markets.

Source: Rodrik 2015b.

The importance
of agriculture as
a source of work
will remain high

particularly in South Asia and Sub-Saharan
Africa. In other words, although the importance of agriculture to economies may be
dropping—in 2010 it accounted for only
3.1 percent of GDP—the importance of agriculture to workers, albeit declining, remains
high—in 2010, 33.1 percent of the world’s
labour force worked in agriculture (figure 3.1).1
Second, job growth and economic activity in
industry have been sluggish in recent years.
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Global value added in industry declined from
32.8 percent of GDP in 1995 to 26.9 percent in
2010,2 and employment rose only 1.2 percentage points.3 Third, the service sector is growing
rapidly, and many people are finding work
there, but the jobs are not all or even primarily
in high-tech advanced services.
Each of these trends has implications for how
policymakers and individuals prepare for the
future of work and for how efforts should be

FIGURE 3.1
Although the importance of agriculture to economies may be dropping, the importance of agriculture to
workers, albeit declining, remains high
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focused to bolster positive links between work
and human development.

Agriculture
Though now with a smaller proportion of
national output, agriculture is still an important source of work, with 1.34 billion people
worldwide working in or seeking work in agriculture.4 Most of this work is on family farms.
Some 70–80 percent of the world’s agricultural
land is managed by more than 500 million
family farms whose workers, mostly family,
produce more than 80 percent of the world’s
food.5 Around 43 percent of the agricultural labour force in developing countries are women,
and in parts of Africa and Asia women account
for more than 50 percent of farmers.6
Family farms range from plots of less than 1
hectare (72 percent of family farms) to more
than 50 hectares (1 percent of family farms).7
The largest are often highly mechanized and use
improved seeds and fertilizers as well as agricultural extension services. By contrast, small and
medium-sized farms in developing countries
often have limited access to resources and lower
productivity. Many workers on family farms
supplement their income with off-farm work.
Wages and productivity on these farms are
typically low, working conditions can be unsafe
and hours are unpredictable. Work is often

seasonal: Harvesting and planting demand
long work hours of all family members, including children—around 60 percent of child
labourers work in agriculture.8 During some
parts of the year, there may be little work or
income. Given the high number of people who
depend on agriculture for their livelihoods
and the vulnerable conditions many of these
workers face, efforts to improve productivity
and working conditions in agriculture could
have considerable positive impacts on human
development. (Chapters 5 and 6 discuss these
points in detail.)

Industry
In developed and developing economies,
industry—p articularly manufacturing—
remains an important source of work, accounting for 23.2 percent of global employment.9 But
since 1990, manufacturing as a share of total
employment has declined in many countries,
even in strong exporting countries.10 Between
2000 and 2010 employment in manufacturing
fell 8 percent in Germany and 11 percent in the
Republic of Korea.11
This is partly because manufacturing is
becoming more capital intensive. The use of
robots is on the rise. Every year an additional
200,000 industrial robots come into use. The
automotive industry, a key export industry for

Manufacturing is
becoming more
capital intensive
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Today the types of
work that people do
and the ways they
carry out tasks are
being transformed by
new technologies

many countries, is a leading purchaser of industrial robots.12
Manufacturing is also more skill intensive,
and digital technology producers are demanding a different set of skills. One study reports
that for a selection of corporations, 10 million
jobs in manufacturing cannot be filled because
people with the right skills are unavailable.13
At the same time, the line between manufacturing and service work has become
increasingly blurred. Manufacturing firms are
now integrated production systems with such
service activities as research, sales and customer
support. In the United States 30–55 percent of
manufacturing jobs are now service activities.14
So, in the future, industry is unlikely to
absorb large numbers of rural workers. In the
past manufacturing provided work for millions
who migrated to cities—as in China. But today
these jobs are harder to find. With pressures
on manufacturing jobs from globalization and
labour-saving technologies, many countries,
particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa, face “premature deindustrialization,” a phenomenon
where opportunities in industry shrink sooner
and at much lower levels of income than for
early industrializers.15 The implications are
enormous for creating decent jobs for growing
populations and in expanding the opportunities that people have to maintain a dignified
life.

Services
Since 2002 the leading employment sector
globally has been services, which in 2013
accounted for 46 percent of all jobs.16 The
rise of service work stems from the growth of
knowledge-intensive work such as financial
and business services and technology-intensive sectors, as well as low-skill work such as
food services, care work and construction—
areas crucial to human well-being but where
workers are among the most vulnerable.17 The
global exchange of goods and services and the
logistics in trade have created many new jobs.
Employment in trade and distribution services
has absorbed most workers in the service sector
since 1960, with the highest increases between
1990 and 2010.18
In many respects the service sector masks a
vast array of tasks, skill requirements and work
80 | HUMAN DEVELOPMENT REPORT 2015

conditions that influence human development
in different ways. Highly skilled, highly remunerated knowledge workers apply and produce
new technologies that can enhance human progress, as discussed below. Care workers provide
essential services that enhance human welfare,
but the conditions of their work vary (see chapters 1 and 4). In addition, service work includes
innovative, creative and cultural services (see
chapter 1).
The growing dominance of work in services
calls for policy attention to the sector, which is
likely to continue employing most people. The
aims should be to ensure that essential services
for human development and technological progress are sustained, to enable workers providing
these services to gain the requisite skills and
to protect service workers against inadequate
wages and exploitative work conditions.

Technological revolution
Today the types of work that people do and the
ways they carry out tasks are being transformed
by new technologies. This is not new, but it is
reshaping the links between work and human
development and the types of policies and institutions needed to foster positive outcomes
for people’s well-being.
History has witnessed two industrial revolutions, each associated with a general-purpose
technology—a small group of technological
innovations so powerful that they interrupt
and accelerate the normal march of progress.
The first was driven by steam, the second by
electricity. The third revolution is unfolding
now—driven by computers and networks. If
directed towards expanding opportunities and
building capabilities, the current technological
revolution stands to vastly improve people’s
lives. But transformations that are rapid and
widespread—that reshape the fabric of societies and revolutionize work—can be inherently
disruptive in the short run, however positive in
the long. Some workers will be in a position to
adjust faster and see more positive outcomes
than others.
Some of the technologies with the highest
potential to change the nature of work include:19
• Mobile Internet affects the lives of 3.2 billion Internet users. There are more than

•

•

•

•

7.1 billion mobile subscriptions, which are
changing the way people work, innovate,
interact and do business.
Automation of knowledge work, through
intelligent software systems, is transforming
the organization and productivity of knowledge work and could enable millions to use
intelligent digital assistants.
Cloud technology has the potential to improve
access to online information technology services for businesses and governments at low
costs—and to enable new online products
and services for billions of consumers and
millions of businesses.
3D printing is reshaping work because it can
produce anything from industrial prototypes
to human tissue. One of the largest global
networks of 3D printers operates in 110
countries, with 9,000 machines that it rents
out by the hour.20 It enables on-demand production and has the potential to affect the
jobs of 320 million manufacturing workers
in the world today—12 percent of the global
workforce. Disabled workers have also benefited. The world’s first 3D lab for printing
prosthetics is in South Sudan: Project Daniel
was started in 2013 to make prosthetic limbs
for Daniel Omar, a young man who lost both
arms in a bomb explosion. Today the printers
can produce only a narrow range of goods,
but the future could be very different. These
machines could permanently disrupt the previous model of long runs of identical goods
in factories, opening opportunities for individuals and smaller companies to participate
in decentralized production. As the capacity
of these machines advances, some expect
that human workers, particularly those who
are less skilled, may suffer in tighter job
markets.21
Advanced robotics are taking the automation
of manufacturing to new levels. People have
long anticipated that technology using artificial intelligence would displace the need for
human thought. At higher thought levels,
this has proved difficult. But for less complex
tasks, greater knowledge and skills are being
embedded in individual items of technology.
Previously “dumb” equipment from vacuum
cleaners to weighing scales, fitted with cameras, sensors and processors, is becoming more
responsive to human interaction. And pieces

of equipment once confined to military applications, such as drones, are now appearing
in civilian life. Many of these objects are being connected to each other, allowing them
to intercommunicate through the “Internet
of things.”
Automation is taking place at a fast rate
(sales of industrial robots are estimated to
have grown 170 percent between 2009 and
2011, despite the financial crisis),22 and the
total number of robots is expected to reach
1.5 million in 2015.23 Robots have helped
make the workplace safer, as some take on
jobs that are too dangerous, such as locating
radiation sources. Robots are also crucial in
efforts to revive or preserve manufacturing
where labour is scarce or expensive. Robots
that carry out routine tasks may cost a company less than labour—for example, in some
German plants robots doing routine work
costs about €5 an hour over their lifetime
(including maintenance and energy costs),
whereas the cost of a German worker (including wages, pensions and health care)
runs to about €40 an hour.24 Furthermore,
robots will soon be able to carry out more
complex tasks as artificial intelligence takes
hold in factories. The potential implications
for jobs are obvious. All these phenomena
have been referred to in recent times as the
fourth industrial revolution (box 3.2).25
• Energy storage will allow maximum use of
solar and wind energy, potentially bringing
access to affordable electricity to the 1.2 billion people who do not have it. In due time,
energy storage could also make electric cars
more affordable and transform electricity
grids—providing new jobs.
In addition, driverless vehicles, advanced materials, advanced oil and gas exploration and recovery technologies, big data, biotechnologies
and renewable energy technologies all feature
in the technological revolution.
A few characteristics of the current technological revolution present unique challenges
and opportunities for human development,
as achieved through work. First, the speed of
technological change and penetration is mind
boggling, marked by impressively quick adoption of new technologies (figure 3.2). Just two
years after Apple shipped the first iPad, it sold
67 million units. It took 24 years to sell that

The current
technological
revolution presents
unique challenges
and opportunities for
human development
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BOX 3.2
The fourth industrial revolution
During the fourth industrial revolution, not only individual machines, but also entire factories become smart and
automated, making the production process more precise
and the products more customized. Digital technologies
will allow products to control their own assembly as
they communicate specific production requirements
(colour, size, material) and steps to machines that can
in turn communicate with each another to control the
speed and flow of assembly lines.
Factories in Germany are leading the way in experiments with smart factories as part of the country’s Industrie 4.0 vision. The state has allotted over
€200 million for research in academia, business and
government to support the digitalization of traditional
industry.1 Siemens has already built a digitized pilot
factory in Amberg to produce electronics to be used in
other smart factories. Production at the factory is largely
automated—people handle only 25 percent of the work,
while machines and computers manage 75 percent of
the value chain. Human hands touch the product only
at the beginning of the process when a circuit board is
placed on the assembly line. The plant was established

Workers in all sectors
will be challenged to
be more educated,
more flexible and more
technologically savvy

in 1989, and although the size of the plant and the number of employees (1,200) has not changed, output has
increased eightfold, and production quality is an unprecedented 99.9988 percent.2
Smart factories have the potential to use real-time
data to provide high- and consistent-quality customized
products at competitive costs. But what are the implications for jobs? Many argue that humans will remain relevant, but the value added in manufacturing will come
from the programming and servicing of machines and
computers rather than manual labour. In this scenario
skills and knowledge may become as or even more important than wages, and the centres of manufacturing
may shift towards countries with an educated labour
force and plenty of capital to invest in smart factories
and sophisticated machines.
The impacts of the fourth industrial revolution
may not be limited to developed countries; in fact, the
effects of robotic sewing machines are expected to
be much wider, including on jobs in developing countries that traditionally count on low-cost, low-skilled
labour.3

Notes
1. Germany Trade & Investment 2014. 2. Siemens AG 2015. 3. The Economist 2015b.
Source: Human Development Report Office.

FIGURE 3.2
Adoption of new technologies in the United States
has been impressively quick
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many Macs, five years to sell that many iPods
and more than three years to sell that many
iPhones.26 The pace of technology penetration
is illustrated in figure 3.3 for Internet use and
mobile phones. Not only is the change substantial, adoption is widespread and holds promise
to benefit people around the world.
This is because many technologies are in
some sense universal machines that have applications in almost all sectors, industries and
tasks, sweeping across all areas of production:
manufacturing, services and agriculture. So
agriculture can no longer be considered lowtech. Workers in all sectors will be challenged
to be more educated, more flexible and more
technologically savvy.
But some argue that recent progress in computing and automation could be less transformative for human development than such past
innovations as electrification, cars and perhaps
even indoor plumbing.27 Previous advances
that enabled people to communicate and travel
quickly over long distances connected the
world and may end up being more important to

FIGURE 3.3
The change in technology penetration around the world between 1995 and 2015 was substantial and holds promise to benefit people around
the world
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society’s advancement than anything to come
in the 21st century.28 But this also depends on
future innovations and how they are applied.
Others note that the pace of technological
development has stalled in fields that have
tended to push the boundaries of knowledge
and expand human progress, including energy, pharmaceuticals, space exploration and
nanotechnology.29
All emerging technologies are expected to
have massive economic and social impacts.
Technologies that combine with and reinforce
globalization are expected to transform how
people live and work, create new opportunities
and business models, drive growth and change
the geography of comparative advantages for
countries. These forces may also have negative
impacts on work and workers.
Either way, the technological revolution is
unlikely to be business as usual. There are revolutionary elements in this new wave, especially
in a globalized world of production and work.

Will something new affect the future of work?
And if so, what is it?

Globalizing work
Technology is affecting the nature of work by
introducing new ways of communicating, new
products and new demands for skills. New
technologies are also reinforcing and deepening previous trends in economic globalization,
bringing workers and businesses into a global
network through outsourcing and global value
chains. These processes are reshaping work and
testing national and international policies.
Until recently, workers with specific skills
were associated with particular activities in
different sectors. They competed with other
workers for jobs on a national scale. They
gained skills through their work in particular
sectors and industries, and for the most part
the pace of change in workplace organization

Globalization is
reshaping work and
testing national and
international policies
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In many areas of work
the labour market
is now global

and products was slow enough for them to
adjust.
In many areas of work the labour market is
now global. Multinational corporations have
access to labour around the world, and workers must compete on a global scale for jobs.
Digital technologies heighten the competition
by removing geographical barriers between
workers and work demands—in many cases it
is not even necessary for a company to move
physically or for a worker to migrate. The work
connection can be made through the Internet
or mobile phones. That there is a global labour
surplus makes competition among workers
even fiercer.
Consumer demands have also evolved with
expectations for low-priced consumer goods,
for fresh and new products and for digital access to products from around the world. This
has increased competition for companies to
provide cheap, innovative products that cater
to rapidly changing trends, all the more so as
digital technologies allow companies immediate and constant access to information on consumer habits and interests. A flexible approach
to production and cost cutting, including
labour costs, has been the producer response.
Low labour costs and flexible commitments to
workers allow companies to quickly and efficiently respond to shifts in consumer needs and
in the location of demand.
For workers these trends are aligning to
create a world of work where creativity, skills,
ingenuity and flexibility are critical. But even
for those who are well positioned to compete in
the emerging work system, security is lacking.
Around 26 percent of workers worldwide have
permanent contracts, around 13 percent have
temporary or fixed-term contracts and 61 percent are working without a contract.30 With
just 30 percent of the world’s labour force covered by unemployment protection, a world of
work that values flexibility may be a challenge
to the stability of worker’s lives.31

Outsourcing
One way companies have responded to increasing market competition and cost pressure is
to relocate some functions to countries with
lower wages or to subcontract some noncore
activities to companies in countries where costs
84 | HUMAN DEVELOPMENT REPORT 2015

are lower (or to mix the two approaches). For
example, Apple directly employs only 63,000
of the more than 750,000 people around the
world who design, sell, manufacture and assemble its products.32 In the hotel industry many
employees are not direct employees of the hotel
brand but temporary workers of other companies that do work in laundry, catering, cleaning
or gardening. In other sectors the goods and
services supply chain has been sliced up and
subcontracted to many different employers.33
One of the biggest consequences of globalization from a work perspective is business
process outsourcing, which has decentralized
business services away from corporate headquarters. Business process outsourcing works
through companies—for example, in India it
works through major information technology
enterprises. Such phenomena generate gains for
some and losses for others.
Assembly jobs in developed countries
began moving to export processing zones as
developing countries adopted export-oriented
industrialization. The impact on job creation
in large developing countries such as China
and Mexico, as well as smaller countries such
as Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic and Sri
Lanka, was considerable and positive, particularly for women, who often worked in garment
factories.34 In many cases outsourcing has provided a boost to local development, although
the quality of the work and enforcement of
labour standards have varied (box 3.3).
Global offshoring—outsourcing production
or service provision abroad—of service jobs
started to pick up in the 1990s as advances in
information and communications technology
allowed many support services to be performed
offsite. With the burst of the dotcom bubble
in 2001–2002, technology companies further
explored cost-cutting measures involving
relocating noncore activities to lower wage
countries with high technical skills, particularly
India. Between 2000 and 2010 the number of
direct jobs in information and communications
technology in India jumped from 284,000
to 2.26 million.35 In recent years India has
maintained a strong position as an offshoring
destination for service jobs, but offshoring destinations are becoming increasingly diverse.36
Services are growing in the Russian Federation,
Africa and Latin America, in part matching

BOX 3.3
Bosnia and Herzegovina—local development through outsourcing
As Poland and Slovakia become epicentres of the services industry in Europe and emerge as leaders of the digital revolution in Central and Eastern Europe, Bosnia and
Herzegovina is developing into an outsourcing target
for large industrial and automotive corporations. In the
never-ending search for skilled and low-cost labour, the
production of automotive parts is steadily moving from
centres in Germany to the Czech Republic and Slovakia
and farther east towards Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Outsourcing in Bosnia and Herzegovina is still relatively new and limited, but progress is visible through
a decrease in local unemployment and an increase
in entrepreneurship and local start-ups. For example,

opportunities for people in the municipalities of Gorazde
and Zepce have been greatly enhanced by an influx of
investment from Western European automotive corporations. Local economic transformation bolsters local
human development. A notable result in Gorazde is the
unemployment rate among women, which is much lower
than in the country as a whole. Successful women-owned
businesses employ hundreds of workers, more than
40 percent of them women (above the national average
of 34 percent), many in top managerial positions. These
patterns show promise, reminiscent of Slovakia in the
mid-1990s, when relatively small outsourcing investments came in, paving the way for bigger inflows later on.

Sources: Human Development Report Office.

companies’ interests in diversifying into different time zones to enable 24-hour service.37
In developed countries offshoring has been
viewed as a cause of job losses, raising fears that
all such jobs will move away. In manufacturing
the process started in the 1960s and 1970s as
production began shifting towards national,
regional and global production networks, the
most modern and pervasive form of industrial
production. However, estimates of the consequences of offshoring for workers in developed
countries vary, and the long-term impacts are
less clear than the short-term ones. Job losses
are greater in manufacturing than in services.
A 1 percent increase in imported intermediate
manufactured goods reduces manufacturing
employment in the importing country an estimated 0.15 percent, and a 1 percent increase
in imported intermediate services reduces services employment 0.08 percent.38 Offshoring-
related job losses vary across countries, too,
with short-term losses found to range from
zero in some countries to 0.7 percent of all job
losses in the Netherlands to almost 55 percent
in Portugal.39
Today jobs that involve administrative support, business and financial operations, and
computer and mathematical tasks are most
likely to be outsourced. In Australia, Canada
and the United States 20–29 percent of jobs
have the potential to be offshored, though it
is unlikely that all of them will be.40 Many of
those jobs are medium- and high-skill service

professions that can be carried out at lower cost
abroad as education levels rise and communications infrastructures improve in developing
countries.
So, while there may be immense benefits in
access to new jobs in countries hosting offshore
activities, individuals losing jobs, particularly in
developed countries, may require training and
new skills for a more competitive environment.
To ease the adjustment for workers whose
livelihoods are threatened by trade-related job
displacement, programmes are needed to help
people find new work, enhance their skills and
maintain access to a basic income. Likewise,
training can enhance the abilities of workers
in developing countries to access jobs created
through offshoring.

One of the biggest
consequences of
globalization is
business process
outsourcing

Global value chains
Many economic activities are integrated into
global production networks and global value
chains that span multiple countries and sometimes continents. This integration goes from
provision of raw materials and subcomponents
to market access and after-sales services. Thus
production is performed within complex
and dynamic economic networks made up of
inter- and intra-firm relationships and global
networks, where the relationships are “manyto-many” rather than “one-to-the-next.”41
With the transition to global value chains,
production is no longer about one company
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The global value chain
system generates
winners and losers

in one industry offshoring a particular activity
to a single destination. It is about intermediate
goods and services organized in fragmented
and internationally dispersed production processes that are coordinated by multinational
companies and cut across industries. The
production of any given component or service
is produced by a network of affiliates, contractual partners and arm’s-length suppliers
that are often in developing countries and
operating under a headquarters that is often
in a developed country. There has been a shift
from sector-based globalization to the globalization of stages and tasks of production.42 The
coordination required to make this form of
production work has been facilitated by the
digital revolution and advances in information
and communication technology.
The number of people employed in these
global value chains is high and rising: In 40
countries with data, an estimated one in five
people was working in global value chains
in 2013— or 453 million people (up from
296 million in 1995), including 190 million
women.43
The integration of developing countries into
global value chains has increased opportunities
for paid work and prompted a shift in labour
force participation for women (many of whom
find jobs in the garment industry). Investments
benefit young people who can learn new skills
that they can use throughout their working
lives. But jobs are needed for women of all ages
and skill levels. There are concerns that many
factories tend to employ only young women
with low skill levels, with fewer opportunities
for older female workers or those with high
skill levels. There are also concerns about levels
of labour protection.
The benefits to workers and economies associated with participation in global value chains
are not preordained. Integration in global
value chains affects dimensions of human development differently and often in contradictory ways. Such integration does not say much
about the quality of work in globally integrated
factories and whether workers have—or have
not—expanded their human capabilities.
Moreover, the global value chain system
generates winners and losers, within and across
countries and industries. The footloose nature
of global value chains can generate less job
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security and put pressure on governments and
subcontractors to minimize costs. This in turn
puts pressure on workers’ wages and working
conditions, particularly among the low-skilled.
Developing countries also face the risk of
becoming locked into low–value added nodes
of global value chains that limit work opportunities, skills development and technology
exposure.
The transition towards global value chains
has introduced new complexities for workers
in developed and developing countries alike.
There are questions about how much workers
gain by partaking in work that contributes to
global value chains versus work that falls outside them. There is some evidence that productivity is higher in global value chain–oriented
work but that wages are the same for workers
inside and outside global value chains,44 raising
questions about how the increases in productivity are shared between workers and capital.
Market pressures that are transmitted
through global value chains tend to be absorbed by workers—whether as wages driven
down by global competition, increased informalization and contractual insecurity brought
about by multiple subcontracting chains (creating exposure to price volatility that originates
beyond local markets and national boundaries)
or in the form of layoffs during downturns. In
a competitive global economy multinationals
increasingly rely on a disenfranchised workforce, using a mix of fixed-term employees,
temporary workers, independent contractors,
project-based workers and outsourced workers
to provide production flexibility and manage
costs.45 Participation in value chains provides
some with secure, decent jobs and others
with more precarious work (even in the same
country and sector). Temporary workers often
work alongside those with long-term positions,
creating a type of labour dualism.
Despite the challenges, policy attention coordinated at the national, regional and global
levels can help people flourish in a global work
environment shaped by global value chains. But
this will take far more than business-as-usual
policies or small policy steps. Chapter 6 provides some examples of the types of policies
that can help workers and countries thrive
when work becomes more flexible and cuts
across national borders.

Work in the digital age
The digital revolution deserves attention in its
own right because of the changes it is creating
in the world of work and because of the way
it is accelerating globalization. In recent years
the digital revolution has accelerated the global
production of goods and services, particularly
digital trade (figure 3.4). In 2014 global trade
in goods reached $18.9 trillion and trade in
services $4.9 trillion.46
The knowledge-intensive portion of global
flows increasingly dominates—and is growing
faster than—capital- and labour-intensive flows.
Today knowledge-intensive flows account for
half of global flows, and shares are increasing:
Knowledge-intensive goods flows are growing
at 1.3 times the rate of labour-intensive goods
flows.47 As a result, the digital components of
goods and services flows have also increased
(figure 3.5). Indeed, many goods today, as
demonstrated by the “app economy,” are entirely virtual. Much of the data pass through the
Internet, often on smartphones. Today there
are more than 7 billion mobile subscriptions,
2.3 billion people on smart phones and about
3.2 billion people connected to the Internet.48
The spread and penetration of digital
technologies are changing the world of work

everywhere, but the effects vary across countries
according to their own social and development
contexts. Some technological changes are
cross-cutting, such as information and communication technologies and the spread of mobile
phones and other handheld devices. Still, countries will continue to have divergent production
and employment structures and different uses
for digital technologies, largely reflecting the
relative economic weights of agriculture, industry and services, as well as the resources invested
in developing people’s capabilities. Labour
markets, the ratio of paid to unpaid work and
the predominant types of workplaces in each
country differ—s o the impacts of digital technologies on work will vary accordingly.
The digital revolution may be associated with
high-tech industries, but it is also influencing
a whole range of more informal activities from
agriculture to street vending. Some may be
directly related to mobile devices. In Ethiopia
farmers use mobile phones to check coffee prices.49 In Saudi Arabia farmers use wireless technologies to carefully distribute scarce irrigated
water for wheat cultivation.50 In some villages
in Bangladesh female entrepreneurs use their
phones to provide paid services for neighbours.
Many people sell phone cards or sell and repair
mobile phones across developing countries.

The digital revolution
is accelerating
globalization and
changing the
world of work

FIGURE 3.4
The digital revolution has accelerated the global production of goods and services, particularly digital
trade
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FIGURE 3.5
The digital component of global flows has increased—selected examples
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Mobile phones
empower workers
with information

Mobile phones now facilitate many aspects
of work through a combination of voice calls,
SMS and mobile applications. Some uses of
mobile phones in agriculture are shown in
figure 3.6. But there are also benefits for many
other types of activities, formal and informal,
paid and unpaid, from food vendors in Cairo
to street cleaners in Senegal to care providers in
London. Mobile phone–based economic activity is likely to keep expanding rapidly. In Sub-
Saharan Africa unique mobile subscriptions are
predicted to rise from 311 million in 2013 to
504 million in 2020 (figure 3.7).51
Mobile phones and mobile Internet service
offer many new opportunities and advantages
to workers and to economies more generally:
• Access to dynamic price information. In India
farmers and fishers who track weather conditions and compare wholesale prices through
mobile phones increased their profits 8 percent, and better access to information resulted
in a 4 percent drop in prices for consumers.52
Similarly, in Niger the use of mobile phones reduced differences in grain prices across markets
within the country by 10 percent.53 Mobile
phones empower workers with information.
• Productivity gains. In countries as diverse as
Malaysia, Mexico and Morocco, small and
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•

•

•

•

medium-sized enterprises with Internet access averaged an 11 percent productivity gain
by reducing transaction costs and barriers to
market entry.54
Job creation. The Internet and mobile technologies create new jobs directly through demand
for labour from new technology-based enterprises and indirectly through demand from
the wider ecosystem of companies created to
support technology-based enterprises. Indirect
jobs include network installation, maintenance providers and providers of skill-based
services such as advertising and accounting.
Supply chain management. Small businesses
can keep track of supplies and deliveries
and increase efficiency. This can help with
everything from reducing food waste to increasing access to jobs in global value chains.
Better services. Mobile phones are extending
the reach of agricultural extension services.
In India, Kenya and Uganda farmers can call
or text hotlines to ask for technical agricultural services.55 One application developed
in Kenya is iCow, which helps cattle farmers
maximize breeding potential by tracking
their animals’ fertility cycles.
Labour market services. Mobile services can
match employees with vacancies. In South

FIGURE 3.6
Opportunities for mobile applications for agriculture and rural development
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Africa the extension of mobile phone coverage is associated with a 15 percent increase
in employment, mostly for women.56 Many
job-matching companies allow jobseekers
to have real-time information on vacancies,
while helping employers extend recruitment
systems to entry-level and low-skill jobs.57
Voice messages are particularly useful for
recruiting jobseekers who have difficulty
reading and writing.
• Mobile banking. Mobile phones can transfer funds and make payments. So garment
workers or fruit vendors working in urban
areas can quickly make transactions and send
money back to rural households. Some of the
most advanced services for mobile money
have been developed in South Asia, as with
bKash in Bangladesh, and in Sub-Saharan
Africa, as with M-Pesa in Kenya.
• Access to finance. Small businesses can use
online services to access finance from interested parties around the world. CARE
International has a system that allows
potential investors to browse the profiles
and small business ideas of people in 10

countries, including Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Individuals can invest as little as $25.58
These are among the myriad advantages of
having Internet and mobile phone access for
workers and economies. Access empowers
people to harness their creativity and ingenuity
through work for productivity- and human
development–enhancing purposes. Much more
is possible, particularly if efforts are made to ensure equitable access to the Internet and mobile
phones, especially for women and people in
rural areas. One study estimates that if Internet
access in developing countries were the same as
in developed countries, an estimated $2.2 trillion in GDP and more than 140 million new
jobs—44 million of them in Africa and 65 million of them in India—could be generated.
Long-term productivity in developing countries could be boosted up to 25 percent.59

FIGURE 3.7
Mobile subscriptions and
connections in Sub-Saharan
Africa are predicted to rise
substantially between 2013
and 2020
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New frontiers for work
The digital revolution, reshaping economic
output and employment, has the potential to
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empower millions with new ways of working
and new jobs. But activities are also moving
beyond employment and jobs in the traditional
sense, and the nature of work as an individual
market-based activity is bound to shift. Artificial
intelligence will most certainly disrupt business
as usual. And in some cases new forms of collaboration, sharing and innovation will shift work
towards a more social experience.

New producers

Technology has also
been transforming
markets

A distinctive feature of the digital economy
is the prospect of zero marginal cost, where
digitized knowledge in data and applications,
once generated, can be reproduced endlessly
at almost no extra cost. Low- or no-cost reproduction expands access to the fruits of work
but may create few additional jobs. Twitter had
302 million monthly active users as of March
2015, who created or transmitted information
and news through 500 million Tweets per
day,60 but only 3,900 employees, half of them
engineers.61
A second major feature of the digital economy that affects whether work translates into
jobs and employment is that some of the goods
and services people consume are produced by
consumers themselves—they have become
“prosumers.” The most direct example is probably Wikipedia, which has more than 73,000
active voluntary contributors.62 The free online
encyclopaedia competes directly with paid
information services such as Encyclopaedia
Britannica, which in 2012 ceased publication
of its print edition after 244 years.63
Similar movements in work are occurring in
the physical world. New technologies, some of
them mentioned earlier in the chapter, enable
radically new and generally more decentralized
forms of production and consumption. One
example is energy. Households have long been
able to generate their own electricity using
wind turbines, but now with smart grids they
may be able to sell their surplus power to the
grid, gaining financial returns from previously
unpaid work.

Personalized services and goods
Technology has also been transforming markets as many personal services move online.
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Customers can now use the Internet to buy
groceries, order from restaurants, make hotel
and airline bookings and hire help for housecleaning or childcare. Online services require
less commitment than employing service
providers full-time and allow customers to use
services occasionally. The online system can
also provide temporary work opportunities for
those who seek extra paid work or women who
want a flexible schedule. Online task service
companies allow people to pay providers to run
errands such as shopping or queuing for theatre
tickets. Online translation services offer clients
the option to employ translators case by case,
some of whom are students looking for flexible
work.
The digital revolution has also revolutionized
creative work and empowered small producers
and artisans. It is possible, through sites such as
eBay and Etsy, for artisans to find buyers looking for specific or niche products. Authors and
artists can self-publish and share their creations
around the world, whether as e-books, music
downloads or video clips. And smartphones
have created a new mass market for small-scale
software designers targeting specific needs.
Online stores sell individual apps that enable
users to do everything from monitor their
health to learn languages to play games. The
resulting app economy has developed at breakneck speed. One study claims that in 2013 the
app economy provided some form of work for
750,000 people in the United States alone.64

New business services
With the extension of the Internet to households it has become possible for individuals
to provide business process services from
their homes. This often involves specialized
white-collar skills such as computer programming, copywriting and back-office legal tasks.
These tasks, generally for firms in developed
countries, are carried out by people in such
developing countries as Bangladesh, India and
the Philippines.
Much of this business is mediated by companies that coordinate freelancers with small and
medium-sized firms that require business services. Coordination companies collect a commission from the freelancer, but often charge
no fee to those offering the jobs. Most of this

work has been done in urban areas, but there
are now efforts to extend the opportunities to
more deprived areas through “impact sourcing”—a form of socially responsible outsourcing that seeks to create jobs for disadvantaged
groups.65 This would create potential for more
rural employment.

The sharing economy
Another emerging trend with the potential
to reshape work is the sharing economy. It is
now possible to match demand and supply
between individual producers and consumers.
Alternatives to taxis allow people to use their
own cars to provide ride services, blurring the
distinction between professional drivers and
those who have a spare seat in their private
car. Technology is also allowing traditional
taxi drivers to work more efficiently finding
customers via online services such as Uber and
GrabTaxi, which operates in several countries
in South-East Asia. The same principle is being used by auto rickshaw drivers in India via
mGaadi. Other companies allow people to rent
out accommodation in their private homes
(such as Airbnb).
These arrangements enable people to make
better use of capital assets such as cars or homes.
But they can also replace more traditional jobs
if they compete with conventional hotels and
transport services, such as taxi drivers and
hotel staff, who are generally low skilled and
poorly paid. There are also new challenges to
regulating services, ensuring consistent quality
and protecting consumers. In some ways the
professionalization of work is reversing.

Start-ups
Technology has made it easier to start a business, an attractive option for young people,
some of whom are leaving fairly prestigious jobs
to do just that. When individuals have identified a good idea in the course of their work
and want to pursue it on their own, they have
more tools at their disposal to support their entrepreneurial efforts. Indeed, a recent estimate
indicates that in countries with 73 percent of
the world’s population, there are 455 million
entrepreneurs today, up from 400 million in
2011.66

These (often young) people see entrepreneurship as a viable alternative to traditional
jobs and as a means to pursue their dreams.
Start-ups are taking root in both developed and
developing countries. Asia is embracing them
quite rapidly. Young people see a lot of opportunities, bolstered by financial technology and
big data.67 Yet start-ups face challenges. Access
to capital is one, ideas that are sustainable
another. In developing countries weaker legal
institutions pose a problem. And long-term
viability is their largest challenge (box 3.4).

Crowdworking
In addition to working as individual contractors
online, employees are also finding work through
more casual channels as crowdworkers. This
work generally involves “human intelligence
tasks,” and pay and work conditions are less
than ideal. Major players in the market include
Clickworker, Cloud Work, Casting Words
and Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk is the largest market, with a
global pool of half a million workers.68 As of
July 2015, there were more than 325,000 human intelligence tasks available for workers.69
Service requesters are free to withhold
payment if they are dissatisfied with the work
that Mechanical Turk provides. They can also
give a bad rating: A Turker (a worker with
Mechanical Turk) who receives several bad
ratings is barred from similar tasks. There are
attempts to improve the quality of work and
the quality of services, so that the two reinforce
one another (box 3.5).

Another emerging
trend with the potential
to reshape work is
the sharing economy

The knowledge economy
In recent years knowledge has become central
to production. Even in manufacturing, the
value of finished goods increasingly derives
from embodied knowledge. For example, the
price of a top-end smartphone is driven less
by the cost of components and assembly and
more by the high charge for sophisticated design and engineering.70 In 2012 research and
development, combined with skilled labour,
made up a large share of the value in nearly half
the total trade in knowledge-intensive goods,
services and finance—worth nearly $13 trillion.71 And this proportion is growing steadily
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BOX 3.4
Challenges for start-ups in the Arab States
A 2013 survey of the challenges facing start-ups in the
Arab States that covered more than 700 entrepreneurs,
nearly half in technology (including software development and services, e-commerce and online services,
gaming, and telecoms and mobile services) yielded numerous findings.
Most entrepreneurs were male who started their
companies in their late 20s or early 30s, held university degrees, had studied or worked abroad and partnered with co-founders. The average age of surveyed
entrepreneurs was 32.5, and most companies were less
than five years old. Over 75 percent of the companies
had male founders; only 23 percent of entrepreneurs
were female. Nearly all entrepreneurs surveyed had at
least a bachelor’s degree. In the next one or two years,
70 percent planned to open new offices, either in new
countries or in countries where they already operated.

In recent years
knowledge has
become central
for production

Many hoped to expand into the United Arab Emirates
(39 percent) and Saudi Arabia (38 percent). In terms of
financing, nearly all entrepreneurs had used their personal savings or support from family or friends, while
24 percent benefited from angel investment—financial
backing from an affluent individual. A notable share
reported not receiving support from commercial banks.
A quarter of the entrepreneurs indicated that obtaining investment was a challenge. A larger pool
of capital, comprising different types and sources of
funding, could improve access to finance. Many companies pointed to challenges in finding partners to help
expansion abroad, as well as general costs and legal
hurdles. Female representation was low in all start-ups.
This lack of inclusion suggests that enabling diversity
in education and gender could help expand the pool of
innovation.

Source: Wyne 2014.

BOX 3.5
Initiatives to improve crowdworking
CloudFactory engages around 3,000 crowdworkers in
Kenya and Nepal. The company aims to improve its
service by treating its contractors well. Rather than
offer an open marketplace, it handpicks, trains and
supervises its workers. CloudFactory workers need
not spend much time searching for work and generally earn between $1 and $3 an hour, fairly high for
crowdwork.
MobileWorks, a company with similar principles,
launched its LeadGenius platform in 2010 and now
has several hundred full-time workers in 50 countries.
The company targets disadvantaged and marginalized
groups, from military veterans to refugees. Unlike
most crowdwork companies, it pays by the hour. By
removing the incentive to complete assignments hastily, it aims to ensure high-quality work. MobileWorks
crowdworkers can expect up to 40 hours of work a
week. Pay is almost always above the national minimum wage.
Source: Pooler 2014.

while the proportion is falling for products and
services that are intensive in labour, capital or
resources rather than knowledge. This is in part
because of differences in wages across countries
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participating in global value chains and the distribution of global value chain tasks between
high- and low-wage countries.
Agrarian economies still exist, although in
declining numbers. And industrial activities
persist, although they are being transformed
and replaced by computer-based technologies
and workplaces. The reality is that the growth of
knowledge societies and innovations in business
models are bringing enormous transformations
to work environments and in the skills demanded for many jobs. Work environments are technology-rich, and a whole new set of occupations
has emerged based on the production, analysis,
distribution and consumption of information.72
The challenge of the skills mismatch in the
knowledge economy is due to the pace of technological innovation and to the rapid growth
in demand for new and higher skills, which is
are not forthcoming. In a survey of businesses
in eight European countries, 27 percent of potential employers reported that they could not
fill vacancies because applicants lacked the necessary skills.73 Some 45 percent of employers
in Greece and 47 percent in Italy also reported
that their businesses were hampered by a lack of
entry-level skills.74
Today jobs that are growing in developed
countries demand complex interaction skills

that require deep knowledge, judgement and
experience—more than routine transaction or
production skills. For example, in the European
Union 16 million jobs employing highly qualified people are expected to be added between
2010 and 2020, while jobs employing people
with few or no formal qualifications are expected to decline by around 12 million.75 Many of
the jobs being created are in nontradeable services such as health care, education and public
services, which are also areas that are fundamentally human development enhancing.
In developing countries, transitioning into
higher value-added services and manufacturing
is increasing demand for workers with at least a
secondary education and some vocational training, as well as for highly qualified professionals
and technicians.76 In an extremely dynamic
global market where products and processes
change rapidly, a basic education in literacy and
numeracy as well as fast and efficient continued
learning are critical. Having a core set of capabilities promotes success in many aspects of
life. Cognitive and noncognitive skills (such as
conscientiousness, self-regulation, motivation
and far-sightedness) interact dynamically to
shape the evolution of subsequent capabilities.
Interventions in early childhood have the greatest impact towards promoting these essential
skills and reflect the investments in human capital made by parents and children.77 Enriching
the early environments of disadvantaged
children can improve child outcomes and can
positively affect cognitive and noncognitive
skills. Increasingly important are the quality of
education, ability to learn and solve problems,
and e-literacy.78 Most developing countries
have attained near universal primary education,
but secondary education and high-quality education are essential foundations for an employable workforce for the future.
The knowledge intensity of work allows firms
to reduce staff in some areas. Firms can now
cut the number of workers engaged in routine
tasks, both manual and cognitive, that are fairly
easy to program and automate. A worker who
welds metal sheets can often be displaced by a
robot, which can do the job faster, more cheaply and more precisely. Similarly, a bookkeeper
who performs cognitive tasks such as performing calculations can generally be replaced by a
computer programme.

In the past many successful economies
moved from low-margin, labour-intensive
goods to electronic assembly and then on to
higher manufacturing, design and management. As described earlier, countries coming
late to the development process face what has
been referred to as “premature deindustrialization” or even “nonindustrialization.”79 They
can no longer look to manufacturing to absorb
their jobless millions, since much of that work
can now be automated.

Flexible working
The digital revolution allows for more flexible
forms of work, enabling people to fit their
livelihoods and work activities around their
lives. Many people whose tasks are computer
based can theoretically work anywhere, in
cafés, trains and especially their homes. Indeed,
some employers pay for home offices. Even
using their own laptops, workers can connect
with their office systems to access emails and
files and communicate with colleagues through
teleconferencing. In 2014, 14 percent of UK
workers spent at least half their working hours
at home.80 Similarly, in the United States in
2012, 64 million people had jobs compatible
with working at home at least 50 percent of the
time.81
Flexibility at work is believed to make workers more productive and less likely to switch
jobs (according to research on policies for a
flexible work–life balance).82 Recent research
from telecommunications firms showed that
flexible work schedules and telework had a
positive effect on performance through knowledge sharing, cross-functional cooperation and
interorganizational involvement.83
But workplace flexibility is usually an option
only for those in formal employment. Workers
in temporary short-term work arrangements,
often paid by the hour, can attend to family
and related needs only by directly losing wages
(although freelancers with higher levels of skills
and earnings are an exception). Workers in developing countries, many in or on the brink of
poverty, can ill afford any flexibility.
Decentralized workplaces and telework have
pros and cons. Such work arrangements save
commuting time and offer flexible schedules
and greater freedom. But they reduce the

There is a skill
mismatch in the
knowledge economy
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Technological
advances are
engines for new
forms of creativity
and innovation

FIGURE 3.8
Between 1970 and 2014 the
number of patents granted by
the United States Patent and
Trademark Office increased
almost fivefold
(thousands)
350

opportunities for teamwork and social interaction and make it harder for employers to
manage workers.
These new ways of working are also reshaping
offices. In a traditional workspace, the allocated
desks might be unoccupied at least half the
time. A popular alternative is hot-desking—
making, say, seven desks available for every 10
staff—freeing space for other activities. When
knowledge workers come to their workplace,
they generally do so to brainstorm, solve problems and generate ideas—activities that can
best be done in spaces that are cosier, with ample cafés, comfortable seating and quiet spots.
Some employers try to make offices so attractive that workers do not feel the need to leave.
With kitchens, restaurants, gyms, game rooms
and nap pods, employees can work and rest more
flexibly and efficiently—and interact virtually
with partners and clients across different time
zones. Some law firms in the United Kingdom
have sleeping pods, where late-working lawyers
can rest or occasionally spend the night.
But even when away from the office, escaping
work is difficult. Constant connectivity over
mobile devices has blurred the distinction
between work and leisure and narrowed the
privacy boundaries between public and private
life. Many workers are still connected to their
office while on vacation, so work never stops.
For freelancers and flexible workers, making a
distinction between work and other areas of
life may be particularly challenging because it is
never clear when the next job will arrive. Such
arrangements may appear to foster a better
work–life balance, but they may in fact be unconducive to a meaningful and satisfying life.
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Technological advances have not only transformed work
—
they are engines for new
forms of creativity and innovation. The digital
revolution, and the information and communications technology systems that support it,
emerged from creative and innovative work.
Collaborative teams and visionaries turned
ideas into tangible goods and services. Digital
technologies are fast and cheap enough to
foster all kinds of new innovations from auto-
generated books to driverless cars to flexible
factory robots.84 This is reflected in the growth
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of patents granted over the past decades.
Between 1970 and 2012 the number of patents
(United States and other countries) granted
by the United States Patent and Trademark
Office increased almost fivefold (figure 3.8).85
Innovations in computer and electronics fields
were central to this growth: From 1990 to
2012 their share in all new patents more than
doubled, from 25.6 percent to 54.6 percent.86
Figure 3.9 shows the patents granted in the top
12 granting countries in 2013.87
The digitization of paintings, ceramic works,
sculptures and prints is also expanding access
to works of art. Many major museums have
sweeping digitization projects: Amsterdam’s
Rijksmuseum has digitized 95 percent of its
paintings and ship models, 60 percent of its
sculptures and 50 percent of its ceramics.
The Smithsonian Institution in Washington,
DC, has already captured 2.2 million objects
out of a collection of 138 million, developing
new automated digitization methods such as
conveyor-belt scanners.88
Creativity at work enhances productivity and
increases innovation, but also contributes to
the satisfaction and well-being that people have
with their work. Almost 80 percent of workers
acknowledge some level of creativity (even if
very modest) in their work, according to the
FIGURE 3.9
Japan led the way in total number of patents
granted in 2013
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World Values Survey, but the proportion varies
considerably and is linked in particular to level
of education. Only 10 percent of workers with
less than a primary education consider their
work very creative, compared with 34 percent
of those with a college degree.89
In many cases marginal adjustments of
processes can have big cumulative effects on
innovation in the workplace. Take Toyota.
Innovation is an element of every worker’s job,
not a task assigned to selected managers and
leaders. Small ideas accumulate and, by some
figures, Toyota implements 1 million new ideas
a year, most from shop-floor workers, who
suggest, for example, ways to make parts easier
to reach. In a work culture where continuous
improvement is expected, Japanese companies
are estimated to receive 100 times more suggestions from their workers than US companies.90
Taking the notion of creative labour beyond
its traditional boundaries, 2006 Nobel Prize
winner in literature Orhan Pamuk makes a special contribution on creative work (signed box).

help crowdsource through the Internet, SMS
mobile technology and smartphone apps.
After Typhoon Haiyan hit the Philippines
in early November 2013, about 700 digital
volunteers worked with the International Red
Cross to identify the areas and extent of destruction, and the kinds of help and support
needed through OpenStreetMap, which can
provide information to guide actions.92 In the
aftermath of the Gorkha earthquake in Nepal
in April 2015, global networks of volunteers
contributed to disaster maps by identifying
damage locations and pleas for help, drawing
information from social media posts.93 And
Ushahidi, an open-source software company,
supports information collection, mapping and
data visualization linked originally to tracking
conflicts in Kenya.94 Efforts like these help fill
information gaps for responders on the ground
during disasters and other crises.

Virtual volunteerism

In the new world of work, workers need to be
more flexible and adaptable—and prepared
to retrain, relocate and renegotiate work conditions. They also need to dedicate increasing
amounts of time to searching for new opportunities. In addition to constantly thinking about
their current work, they have to think about
their next job.

Forms of work enabled by the digital revolution extend beyond paid employment. There
are new opportunities for volunteering, social
activism, political engagement and artistic
expression. Individuals can work together
virtually across borders and time zones to pool
their resources and ingenuity. Online platforms
for interaction, often less hierarchical than traditional organizations, can allow recognition of
more diverse perspectives.
The digital revolution has changed the nature
of volunteering, opening opportunities for those
who may not have previously volunteered. There
is now virtual (online or digital) volunteering—
using the Internet, offsite from the organization
or the groups of people assisted.
These new forms of volunteering can be particularly enabling for those with disabilities that
may limit mobility or those who may have only
a few minutes to an hour a day for volunteering.
UN Volunteers’s online volunteering system
helped 10,887 volunteers (60 percent of them
women) contribute their skills to development
work in 2014.91 Virtual volunteers mentor small
business owners, write reports and proposals
and teach online classes. “Micro-volunteers”

The modern workforce

The millennials
The people most linked to the new world of
work are young adults sometimes referred to
as “millennials”—roughly the cohort born
since 1980. This group has come of age at a
time when digital technologies and advanced
information and communications technology
penetrate all areas of life, and many of them
have had access to these technologies since
childhood, particularly in developed countries.
They have also become adults at a time when
flexibility, adaptability and unconventional
work are increasingly common.
A 2013 survey of 7,800 millennials from 26
countries in North America, Western Europe,
Latin America and East Asia found that millennials anticipated that their working lives would
be flexible and diverse. About 70 percent
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Creative work
There is a charming anecdote about the German mathematician Carl
Friedrich Gauss. According to the version our mathematics teacher in
Istanbul told us, a class of high school students in Germany was misbehaving (much like we were), and to punish them, their teacher told
them to add up all of the numbers from one to one hundred. One of the
students—Gauss himself—suddenly realized that the sum of the first
and last number, the second and second-to-last, and so on, was always
101. Noting, too, that there were 50 such pairs within the first hundred
numbers, it took him two minutes to work out the total (5,050) and come
up with his famous formula to find it—saving him hours, possibly even
days of calculations.
To me, this story is not just about mathematics, but about creativity
and “creative labour” of all kinds—artistic and literary, too. Examining this
anecdote can help us to better conceptualize the notion of “creative work”
and to uncover and discuss its links to human development.
To most of us, the connection between creativity and human history is
so clear that it is not even up for debate. Already in the 1960s, history textbooks in Turkey were teaching us that even though political and military triumphs are the most important measures of a civilization’s worth, we should
also consider its artistic, literary and creative achievements.
Though in 1960s Turkey, not all teachers would have appreciated
Gauss’s classroom creativity, for the point of the task assigned to his class
was not to encourage them to be creative or to play around with numbers,
but to punish them by forcing them to spend a given length of time on grinding out the solution. Perhaps this is the very definition of creativity, and its
fundamental complication: that it is always unexpected and surprising.
To get to the heart of the matter, we might take a bold step and define
creativity as a force that reduces the amount of effort required to achieve
something, transforming those rules and traditions that would otherwise
make the process more laborious. Our common sense tells us that creativity works against rules and regulations, traditions, bureaucracies and
habits. Creative individuals may be involved in literary or artistic pursuits;
they may be working in an advertising agency or on a factory assembly
line; but none of this will change the most obvious feature of the nature
of creativity. In this context, “creative labour” becomes an inherently oxymoronic concept.
At the same time there is more to creativity than just something that
reduces the expenditure of time and effort; it also changes the intent behind
that effort. We know, for instance, that the art of photography grew and
spread in tandem with the rise of impressionist painting. This is because
the spread of photography rendered obsolete any form of art whose purpose
was still to mimic nature. Despite resistance from state-sponsored salons
and galleries, bureaucrats, traditionalists and classicists, the impressionists’ creativity rapidly transformed the very purpose of art. Artists stopped
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painting the world as it was and started looking for ways to present it as it
appeared to the artists’—to the human—eye.
Another complication is that any line we might try to draw between
creative work and uncreative, ordinary work soon begins to look arbitrary
and unfair. There are many who would argue that the work done at an
advertising firm is less creative than the work of a poet, but is this correct? Is it fair to say that an artist is more creative than a car designer or
a teacher? The translator of a book is as creative as its author; translators
too have the right to exercise creativity in their work and to be accepted
for this aspect of their humanity. Creative labour allows us to express
our individuality and singularity, and the right to follow this very human
urge is as fundamental as the right to freedom of expression and the acceptance of our differences. My moral perspective tells me that all kinds
of labour, all types of work, should be creative, or should be intended as
such.
The notion of creative work may be problematic and difficult to conceptualize, but this should not deter us from treating creativity as a key measure
of human development and labour. Gauss’s teacher praised him for discovering a formula for the total of all the numbers from 1 to 100 rather than
dutifully adding them up one by one; that is the kind of teacher we would
all want, for we all wish our jobs would let us be as creative as an artist or
a mathematician. Our respect and admiration for highly creative individuals
hints at our desire to release our inner creativity and be innovative in our
work, no matter what that work may be.
The enduring appeal of the story of Gauss’s mathematical creativity
does not simply lie in the usefulness of the formula he discovered. We value
Gauss’s creativity for its own sake. More than just the benefits of human
creativity, ours is a reverence towards humanity itself, its ingenuity and its
powers of imagination, capabilities and potential. On an intellectual if not
a legal level, this understanding of creativity brings to mind the concepts of
freedom of thought and freedom of expression. So when Gauss’s teacher
greets his student’s discovery with enthusiastic approval and—instead of
punishing him for disrupting the class—relays the story to others until it
becomes the stuff of legend, we are delighted. It is a joy similar to what we
feel when we know that our identity, our traditions, our personal stories and
our choices are being treated with respect.
When we assess working conditions and environments, we need to
measure and explore the extent to which there are mechanisms in place
for human creativity to be taken into consideration, appreciated and harnessed. Where we work, are our discoveries and our new ideas respected
and applied? Or do we simply replicate existing models and patterns that
have been successfully implemented elsewhere? When we come up with
an original solution at work, is it accepted, and are there mechanisms allowing us to voice it? Or are we expected to stick to pre-established norms

SPECIAL CONTRIBUTION
and methods? If we work in a place where we are routinely expected to
be creative, is it actual creativity that we are being asked for, or simply
to produce hurried imitations of old blueprints? Does our work encourage
us to be unique and original, or is there an understanding that we will be
more successful if we mimic and replicate previously successful models?
Does our workplace view creative individuals as troublemakers, or are they

respected as Gauss was? I think the answers to these questions can be
quantified and measured.
Half a century ago, colonial and post-colonial societies dramatically
worried about imitation, authenticity and originality. Today, we value our
creativity as an essential component of human development and wonder
how we might begin to measure creative labour.

Orhan Pamuk
Novelist, screenwriter, academic and recipient of the 2006 Nobel Prize in Literature
Translated by Ekin Oklap

expected to be self-employed at some point.95
Many millennials are also looking for work
beyond creating profits, hoping to help solve
environmental and social problems as part of
their livelihoods. The same survey found that
63 percent had given money to charity, 43 percent were members of, or had volunteered for,
community organizations and 52 percent had
signed petitions. This generation seems particularly keen to take a communal view of work.

Social entrepreneurs
Social businesses are emerging as new areas
of work. These are cause-driven entities designed to address a social problem—nonloss,
nond ividend companies (where all profits
are reinvested back into the company) that
aim to be financially self-sustainable, with a
primary goal of maximizing social benefits as
opposed to maximizing profits (though they
are desirable).96
Inspired by a particular cause and by the desire to give something back to society, a number
of successful commercial entrepreneurs in different parts of the world are transitioning from
for-profit ventures to engaging in social change.
A survey of 763 commercial entrepreneurs
in India who experienced a transition from
commercial to social entrepreneurship between
2003 and 2013 and a quantitative analysis of a
final sample of 493 entrepreneurs indicate that
21 percent of the successful entrepreneurs shifted to social change efforts.97 Most are skilled
organization builders, independently wealthy,
often from outside the establishment, some
from the diaspora.

Opportunities for women
Globalization, digital technologies and new
ways of working are also ushering in new notions of men’s and women’s work. The digital
economy has enabled many women to access
work that lets them apply their creativity and
potential. In 2013 about 1.3 billion women
were using the Internet.98 Some have moved
to e-trading as entrepreneurs or are employed
through crowdworking or e-services. Moreover,
women are now more likely to be found in senior jobs (see chapter 4), but if the glass ceiling
—the invisible barrier to women’s advancement
in the workplace—s eems to be cracking, it has
not yet broken. Still, even poor female entrepreneurs in developing countries can now use
mobile phones to gain access to market information and sources of finance. They can also do
so flexibly from home.
One of the earliest examples emerged in
1997 in Bangladesh, when female entrepreneurs set up village pay phones. Using mobile
phones leased from Grameen Bank, they could
sell services to other villagers.99 In Andhra
Pradesh, India, women run e-Seva centres that
provide a wide range of online services.100 In
addition to Internet browsing and access to online auctions, customers can use these centres to
pay bills, obtain land and birth certificates, file
complaints and grievances, and gain access to
tele‑medicine and tele-agriculture.
This new world of work puts a high premium
on workers with skills and qualifications in science and technology, workers historically less
likely to be women. Women are vastly underrepresented in these subjects at the secondary
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and tertiary education levels and in the overall
technical workforce.101 Countries looking to
spur innovation will thus need to boost female
participation in technology-oriented education
and jobs. One way is through online education
services such as EdX, a nonprofit online education group backed by Harvard University
and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
EdX is working with the Saudi Ministry of
Labour, for example, to develop online classes
for young people and women.102

New horizons for older workers

The implications of the
new world of work on
human development
are promising—but
these promises are
not yet wholly fulfilled

By 2050 an estimated 2.1 billion people will be
over age 60.103 Older workers can be a vital force
in the economy, particularly in areas where the
size of the labour force is expected to decline as
the population ages (as in Europe and Japan).
Many are continuing to work beyond normal
retirement age, just as many societies face high
youth unemployment. In the United Kingdom
the employment rate among people ages 50–64
rose from 57 percent in 1995 to 69 percent in
2015, and the rate among people ages 65 or
older rose from 5.2 percent to 10.4 percent.104
Older people continue to work because
they enjoy their jobs or because they cannot
afford to retire. Curiosity and interest do not
necessarily diminish with age, and those who
continue to work can improve their well-being
by maintaining social connections that prevent
isolation and loneliness. Work gives older people a purpose and a social function. They can
also mentor younger workers, passing on their
insights gained through years of experience.
For the most part, older and younger workers are in different labour-market segments, so
there is no direct substitution. The anxiety that
young people will lose opportunities for work
when older people are encouraged to work has
been termed “the lump of labour fallacy.”105 Yet
retirement can have a cascade effect, opening
space for younger workers.

Promises as yet unfulfilled
The new world of work is creating fresh opportunities. So far, however, many of the promises
of higher productivity and better jobs have
yet to be met, and some of the downsides are
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already evident. The implications of the new
world of work for human development are
promising, but those promises are, for now, not
wholly fulfilled.

Technological revolution —
job gains or losses?
Economists have historically rejected the
argument that an increase in labour productivity reduces employment in the long run.
The argument would be sound if there were a
finite amount of work, but the view is that new
technology creates new demands for labour.
Indeed, in the two centuries since the industrial
revolution began, workforces have continued
to grow, and productivity and living standards
have risen dramatically.
Some fear job losses through automation.
Indeed, many jobs are already disappearing or
are vulnerable (figure 3.10). Broad swathes of
middle management risk being eliminated.
Rows of desks could become empty, not because workers are unfit for their purpose, but
because that purpose no longer exists. Some
estimates indicate that by 2025 almost 50 percent of today’s occupations could become
redundant.106 New jobs will require creativity,
intelligence, social skills and the ability to exploit artificial intelligence.
But others argue that computers are very
far from being able to use creativity, intuition,
persuasion and imaginative problem solving,
and they may never get there. The view is that
certain occupations are insulated from any displacement effect of computerization. Further,
the complementarity between machines and
people is crucial: Most work activities require
a mixture of tasks that must be accomplished
jointly, some to be completed by a computer
and some by a human.107
Either way, technology will leave many people behind, and some human skills will be more
valuable than ever. We may be at an inflexion
point, with both positive and negative impacts. The technological revolution represents
“skill-biased technical change”: the idea that
the net effect of new technologies is to decrease
demand for less skilled workers while increasing demand for skilled labour. By definition,
such change favours people with more human
capital, polarizing work opportunities.

FIGURE 3.10
The 20 jobs most and least likely to be replaced by automation

Recreational therapists
First-line supervisors of mechanics, installers and repairers
Emergency management directors
Mental health and substance abuse social workers
Audiologists
Occupational therapists
Orthotists and prosthetists
Healthcare social workers
Oral and maxillofacial surgeons
First-line supervisors of fire fighting and prevention workers
Dietitians and nutritionists
Lodging managers
Choreographers
Sales engineers
Physicians and surgeons
Instructional coordinators
Physchologists
First-line supervisors of police and detectives
Dentists
Elementary school teachers, except special education

Least
likely to be
replaced

Most
likely to be
replaced

Telemarketers
Title examiners, abstractors and searchers
People working in sewers
Mathematical technicians
Insurance underwriters
Watch repairers
Cargo and freight agents
Tax preparers
Photographic process workers
New accounts clerks
Library technicians
Data entry keyers
Timing device assemblers
Insurance claims
Brokerage clerks
Order clerks
Loan officers
Insurance appraisers
Umpires, referees, and sports officials
Tellers

Note: Occupations are ranked by their probability of computerization (least likely to become automated in blue and most likely to become automated in red). Occupations correspond closely to the US Department of Labor
Standard Occupational Classification.
Source: Frey and Osborne 2013.

At the top will be good jobs for those with
the necessary education and skills. For example,
in the automobile industry the engineers who
design and test new vehicles will benefit. At the
bottom there will still be low-skill, low-productivity, low-wage service occupations such
as office cleaning. But the middle areas will see
a steady hollowing-out of many jobs in office
cubicles and factory floors. The biggest losers
will thus be workers with less-specialized skills.
Many cognitively complex jobs are beyond the
abilities even of people with reasonable qualifications. Some industries could therefore face
skill shortages, so companies willing to pay high
salaries for the best talent will look to a global
market. And besides being polarized nationally,
workforces are being stratified internationally,
with low-skilled workers coming mainly from
national markets and high-skilled workers from
global markets.
There has never been a better time to be a
worker with special skills and the right education, because these people can use technology
to create and capture value. But there has never

been a worse time to be a worker with only ordinary skills and abilities, because computers,
robots and other digital technologies are
acquiring those skills and abilities at an extraordinary rate. The role of policy in equalizing the
life chances of people to have decent work has
never been more important.

Productivity and wages—
not what was expected
An implied promise of the digital revolution
was that it would increase labour productivity
and thus lead to higher pay. This does not seem
to have happened. Productivity has not grown
at the rates expected, and the gains have not
translated into higher wages for the most part.
Take the United States and the Netherlands as
examples (figure 3.11).108 In the United States
increases in productivity and wages began to
diverge around 1973, and the gap has since
been widening, with productivity gains in manufacturing of almost 75 percent through 2013
and wage increases of less than 10 percent. The

Technology will leave
many people behind,
and some human
skills will be more
valuable than others
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FIGURE 3.11
In the Netherlands and the United States productivity gains have not translated into higher wages for the
most part
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FIGURE 3.12

The technological
revolution has been
accompanied by
rising inequality

widening gap between productivity and wages
since the middle of the 1970s has also been observed in the Netherlands. In some cases wages
have remained flat. Between 2007 and 2013 real
wages in Japan, Italy and the United Kingdom
went down.109 But these averages mask the fact
that as real pay for most workers stagnated, incomes for the highest earners soared.
Although productivity has grown, the growth
rate has not had the exceptional boost expected
with the advent of the digital revolution (figure
3.12). This phenomenon has been termed the
Solow Paradox. Several explanations have been
provided for this paradox—the digital revolution has been less fundamental, thus resulting in
smaller benefits, which have been further offset
by demographic change and rising inequality;
there is a longer lag involved; or the productivity boost due to the digital revolution will not
surface in manufacturing but in services, where
economies of scale can be dramatic.

Rising inequality in income shares
—no question on this one
The technological revolution has been accompanied by rising inequality. Even people
with better education and training who can
work more productively may not receive
commensurate rewards in income, stability or
social recognition. Workers overall are getting
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a smaller share of total corporate income based
on analysis from 27 developed countries and 28
developing countries (figure 3.13). This result is
confirmed by another study, which found that
in developed countries the share of corporate
income going to wages declined roughly 8
points between 1980 and 2015.110 Developing
countries have seen a sharp decline since
1990.111 This decline may be seen as part of the
slowdown in growth of average real wages, as

the income shares of high-skill labour (and of
capital) have been going up, while the share of
medium- and low-skill labour has been going
down (figure 3.14).
The sharp increase in work compensation
to top salary earners has benefited a minority,
whether the top 10 percent, 1 percent or even
0.1 percent (figure 3.15). Over time, those at the
top in advanced economies have enjoyed a larger share of the corporate income distribution.

These figures have raised economic and ethical
questions, related to the productivity of work
and the “value of work,” in particular after some
of those highly paid workers were behind the financial collapse in 2008. What has changed so
dramatically in the past 50 years that can justify
a jump in the relative compensation of chief
executive officers? Do they generate such high
value to their respective companies compared
with typical workers?

FIGURE 3.13

FIGURE 3.14

Workers overall are getting a smaller share of
total corporate income based on analysis from 27
developed countries and 28 developing countries

The income shares of high-skill labour have been
going up, while the share of medium- and low-skill
labour has been going down
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FIGURE 3.15
The sharp increase of work compensation to top salary earners has benefited a minority, cumulative
change since 1980
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The changing world of
work has considerable
human development
implications—
some positive and
some negative

Higher rewards for higher skilled workers
are contributing to a disproportionate increase
in income and wealth for workers at the top of
the distribution. The world’s richest 1 percent
saw their share of global wealth increase from
44 percent in 2009 to 48 percent in 2014, set to
reach more than 50 percent in 2016. Members
of this global elite had an average wealth of
$2.7 million per adult in 2014.112
For example, in the United States the ratio of
chief executive officer compensation to worker
compensation (including stock options) has
risen steeply: from 20 to 1 in 1965 to 30 to 1 in
1978 to 383 to 1 in 2000 to 296 to 1 in 2013.113
These figures raise fundamental economic and
ethical questions about the value of different
forms of work.
Myriad forces are behind the decline of
labour income, including financialization, globalization, technological change, institutional
issues (such as waning union membership)
and retrenchment of the welfare state.114
Technology is part of these processes, but its
effect is not easily identified.
The prominent role of financial actors is tied
to the expansion of credit and highly mobile
flows. The greater mobility of capital has
provided more investing options to capitalists
(increasing their space for business), boosted
their bargaining power relative to workers (as
financial commitments receive legal priority
over labour commitments) and expanded their
outside options. Based on the Latin American
experience, the macroeconomic volatility led
by financial flows has had a negative effect on
real wages, employment and equality.115
By changing the scale and the way goods
and services are interchanged and produced,
globalization—as with global value chains—
has produced inequalities in income shares.
There is evidence that in these chains, the
contributions (measured in value added) of
capital and of high-skill labour have increased
consistently.116 These trends have implications
for income distribution.

Implications for
human development
As the preceding discussion suggests, the changing world of work, propelled by globalization
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and the digital revolution, has considerable human development implications—s ome positive
and some negative. This world has contributed
to new capabilities of and opportunities for
people, creativity and innovation. In many
instances globalization has created new work
opportunities for people, particularly women
(though opportunities for women in some
cases have not reached older women), but it has
also resulted in job losses. Global value chains
have helped younger people learn new skills
that they can use throughout their working
lives, but in many cases the networks have not
created the promised work opportunities for
them.
Participation in value chains has provided
some with secure and decent jobs but others
with precarious jobs. Three out of four people
worldwide do not work with a full-time permanent contract; three out of five workers in wage
or salaried employment are in part-time or
temporary work. Global value chains are thus
associated with economic insecurity. By creating winners and losers, globalization of work
has had asymmetrical human development
impacts across countries, within countries and
among workers.
Similarly, digitization of work has given
rise to enormous opportunities for some but
has created risks for others. It has made work
much more flexible and opened new frontiers
for creativity. But not everyone has benefited.
Those with the greatest skills and aptitudes
have been able to take advantage of the opportunities, while those with more routine skills
have seen their jobs extinguished. Digitization
has touched the work of traditional sectors
(such as agriculture), but not to the extent that
it has the modern sector of finance. Knowledge
workers apply and produce new technologies
that can enhance human progress, but the fruits
of the technologies have not been shared by all.
Personalized goods and services benefit
people by providing targeted services, which
save time and have facilitated improved quality of life. The sharing economy addresses
some environmental concerns and contributes
to community bonding. Flexible work arrangements allow people to spend more time
with families. But at the same time, constant
connectivity over mobile devices blurs the
distinction between work and leisure, between

connectedness through machines and direct
human interactions and between public and
private space.
Finally, both globalization and digitization
have created inequalities in sharing the fruits
of work. The shares of high-skilled workers and
of capital are going up, while those of other
labour have been going down. The reward to
top earners and their share in income are hard
to rationalize by considering their work or
productivity. Such inequalities have substantial
adverse impacts on human development opportunities and outcomes.

Conclusions
The changing world of work will take decades
to fully play out and will lead to sharp changes
in the path of history and human development.

The twists and turns will not always be easy to
navigate.
The market alone is unlikely to guide digital
technologies and systems of global connectivity
in the direction of higher human development.
Public policies and actions, national and global, are needed now to take better advantage of
these opportunities. And inclusive institutions
are needed to provide incentives and opportunities for innovation and economic activity for
a broad cross-section of society.
Ultimately, the challenge of this changing
world of work is to ensure that a globalizing,
revolutionizing world ensures equitable oppor
tunities and enhanced human development
for all—women and men, present and future
generations. In that context, issues of balancing
paid and unpaid care work as well as sustainable
work are of paramount importance and as such
are the focus of the next two chapters.
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